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Abstract

Work over the past two decades has led to substantial changes in our understanding of dystonia

pathophysiology. Three general abnormalities appear to underlie the pathophysiological substrate.

The first line is a loss of inhibition. This makes sense considering that it may be responsible for

the excess of movement and for the overflow phenomena seen in dystonia. A second abnormality

is sensory dysfunction which is related to the mild sensory complaints in patients with focal

dystonias and may be responsible for some of the motor dysfunction. Third, evidence from animal

models of dystonia as well as from patients with primary dystonia has revealed significant

alterations of synaptic plasticity characterised by a disruption of homeostatic plasticity, with a

prevailing facilitation of synaptic potentiation, together with the loss of synaptic inhibitory

processes. We speculate that during motor learning this abnormal plasticity may lead to an

abnormal sensorimotor integration leading to consolidation of abnormal motor engrams. If so,

then removing this abnormal plasticity might have little immediate effect on dystonic movements

because bad motor memories have already been “learned” and are difficult to erase. These

considerations might explain the delayed clinical effects of DBS in patients with generalized

dystonia. Current lines of research will be discussed from a network perspective.

Introduction

There have been great strides in the pathophysiology of dystonia in the last two decades.

Three general abnormalities appear to underlie the physiological substrate of dystonia. All

three are persuasive and may relate to each other. One abnormality is loss of inhibition.1 The

lack of inhibition makes sense considering that it may be responsible for the excess of

movement and for the overflow phenomena seen in dystonia. A second abnormality is

sensory dysfunction. There are mild sensory findings in patients and the sensory system can

drive the motor system. Third, there is a derangement of plasticity in dystonia. In particular,

robust evidence from experimental and clinical work supports the hypothesis that dystonia
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may be considered a disorder linked to the disruption of homeostatic plasticity, with a

prevailing facilitation of synaptic potentiation, together with the loss of synaptic inhibitory

processes.2, 3. However, despite these findings, an important gap remains in the translation

of these insights into an understanding of the fundamental changes in higher-order motor

control that underlie dystonic symptoms especially at a network and system level. Therefore,

we will discuss the current lines of research in dystonia with an integrative perspective.

Loss of inhibition and the excess of movement

A characteristic clinical feature of dystonia is the excess of movement. This has been

demonstrated with electromyographic (EMG) recordings that have shown abnormally long

bursts of EMG activity, co contraction of antagonist muscles, and an overflow of activity

into muscles not involved in the task.4 Alterations of inhibitory circuits have been reported

at the spinal cord, brainstem, and cortex.5 Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) allows

the study of different inhibitory circuits at the cortical level.6 Many of these are impaired in

dystonia and the abnormal intracortical inhibition may be found in both hemispheres despite

unilateral symptoms and even in asymptomatic body parts.7–12 The alterations are

nonspecific in that they have also been observed in various other neurological conditions

and even in psychogenic dystonia.12, 13 For this reason, there does not appear to be a direct

link between reduced intracortical inhibition and dystonia.14. It is also fair to note that

physiological abnormalities in asymptomatic body parts could indicate that they are

compensatory changes to prevent dystonia; however, this seems unlikely since the

abnormalities are generally the same as those in the symptomatic body parts and are in the

direction to lead to motor dysfunction.

How can a nonspecific deficit of inhibitory intracortical circuits translate into the typical

dystonic unfocussed muscular activation? It is likely that when a specific voluntary

movement is generated, the brain has to suppress other possible movements. In this way, the

motor cortex can produce a more accurate movement, just as surround inhibition in sensory

systems allows a more exact perception.15 There is good evidence for surround inhibition,

within sensory-motor cortex, in human movement.16,17

Although it cannot be demonstrated in every normal subject.18 Surround inhibition is

reduced in focal hand dystonia and this may contribute to the difficulty in focusing motor

command and to overflow phenomena.17, 19, 20 An alteration of surround inhibition can also

be demonstrated when dystonic patients imagine abduction of the index finger.21 (fig.1).

Considerable work has been done trying to determine the mechanism of surround inhibition.

The normal mechanisms are not determined yet, but there are derangements in focal hand

dystonia including short intracortical inhibition.22

Loss of inhibition: neuroanatomical correlates

The loss of inhibition has been traditionally interpreted in the context of presumed basal

ganglia dysfunction. One hypothesis about basal ganglia organization is that the direct

pathway helps command the desired movement, while the indirect pathway inhibits

unwanted movements.15 A number of investigators have felt that there is an imbalance in

the direct and indirect pathways so that the direct pathway is relatively overactive (or that
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the indirect pathway is relatively underactive)23. The postulated imbalance should lead to

excessive movement and, in particular, a 1oss of surround inhibition. The cerebellum may

play a role given its influence on cortical excitability.24–26 Transcranial magnetic

stimulation of the cerebellum decreases cortical excitability in normal humans, an effect that

is lost in patients with dystonia27, but it does not appear to play a role in surround

inhibition.28 At present there is no conclusive evidence linking the loss of inhibition to a

specific dysfunction within basal ganglia or cerebellar network. The failure of SICI in focal

hand dystonia suggests that there might well be a cortical abnormality of intracortical

inhibitory neurons. There was a suggestion of a loss of GABA in the sensorimotor cortex

demonstrated with magnetic resonance spectroscopy,29 but this was not confirmed later in a

subsequent study.30 Another study, however, showed a loss of flumazenil binding in the

sensorimotor cortex, keeping the idea plausible.31

Sensory abnormalities

Another major theme in the pathophysiology of dystonia is a defect in sensory or perceptual

function or in “sensorimotor integration”. Although dystonia is generally regarded as a

pure32 motor disorder, it is commonly preceded by sensory symptoms. Ill-defined bodily

feelings (discomfort, pain, or kinaesthetic sensations) are frequently reported weeks or

months before dystonia develops33 and pain can be a component of cervical dystonia. There

are also mild sensory deficits. Patients with focal dystonia have difficulty in discriminating

sensory stimuli in both spatial and temporal domains.34 Importantly, these abnormalities are

present in unaffected body parts such as the unaffected hand in patients with focal hand

dystonia. For instance it has been reported that somatosensory temporal discrimination

threshold (STDT) is abnormal in all the different forms of primary focal dystonias in all

three body regions (eye, hand and neck), regardless of the distribution and severity of motor

symptoms.35. These sensory abnormalities, particularly of temporal discrimination,36 have

also been documented in some relatives of patients with inherited generalized dystonia.37

These alterations may be related to a deranged somatotopic representation in the sensory

cortex as revealed by neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies.36, 38–42

In addition, sensory inputs may modulate dystonic symptoms. A well recognized clinical

sign in dystonia is the sensory trick, particularly in cervical dystonia, where the symptoms

may improve upon touching the cheek. Tonic vibration of a limb may induce a worsening of

hand dystonia whereas anesthetic block may relieve it.43

Sensorimotor integration, which refers to how the sensory system interacts with the motor

system, is also abnormal in dystonia.44 For example, sensory modulation in response to

movement, so-called sensory gating, is abnormal in focal hand dystonia.

Sensory abnormalities: neuroanatomical correlates

The basal ganglia may play a role in sensory and perceptual defects. Given the influence of

striatum over basal ganglia output (via the GPi/SNr) to thalamus and back to motor cortical

areas, the basal ganglia have been attributed a role in “sensory gating”, filtering out what

sensory information is “passed” to the motor system.45, 46 In this respect, the role played by

cholinergic interneurons cannot be neglected. Although they account for 2% or less of the
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neuronal striatal population, these interneurons have extensive dendritic arbors and are

unique for their responsiveness in classical conditioning tasks. Their activity appears to be

unrelated to movements while they discharge phasically in response to sensory stimuli

serving as a cue for reward delivery and consumption.47 Moreover, thalamic projections to

the striatum engage cholinergic interneurons to modulate corticostriatal inputs, thereby

supporting their fundamental role in filtering excitatory afferents.48 Cholinergic dysfunction

must be important in dystonia considering that partially effective therapies for the disorder

are anticholinergic drugs.49 On the other hand, the cerebellum also exerts powerful

influences over the somatosensory system. For instance, alterations of cortical excitability

after repetitive somatosensory stimulation are mediated by the cerebellum.50, 51 Unlike the

basal ganglia that receive sensory information indirectly, the cerebellum is the direct

recipient of sensory input from spinal cord. In this way cerebellum may affect

somatosensory threshold in the cortex playing also a role in both temporal and spatial

discrimination.52, 53

There is also evidence for an abnormality directly in the sensory cortex. Studies using the

somatosensory evoked potential recovery curve show that there is a abnormality of short

latency intracortical inhibitory mechanisms similar to those in the motor system.32

In addition, studies in patients with task specific dystonia using somatosensory evoked

potentials and magnetoencephalography have revealed a dramatic disorganization of the

normal homuncular finger representations of both hands in the primary sensory cortex. The

abnormal cortical finger representations, which may well arise from a lack of surround

inhibition, appear to be an endophenotypic trait of dystonia.39, 42

Maladaptive plasticity in dystonia

Maladaptive plasticity appears to be an important feature for the pathogenesis of

dystonia.2, 3, 54 The task specificity in focal dystonia suggests a breakdown in the circuits

involved in the encoding of motor memories, which produces abnormal motor engrams.

This can also explain the patterned muscular activation, which is typical of dystonia. An

important clinical feature is that typically hand dystonia is triggered by period of intensive

training of a particular movement.2, 55

In a monkey model of dystonia, overtraining in a specific hand movement induced the

appearance of a motor hand impairment similar to problems experienced by patients with

focal hand dystonia.56 The somatosensory cortex of these animals was less well organized

than that of healthy monkeys, with larger receptive fields and overlapping representations of

the individual digits. Therefore it can be postulated that overtraining itself may induce a

change in the connectivity in the sensory and motor cortices leading to inappropriate

association between sensory input and motor outputs, which in turn would cause errors in

selecting muscles, used in voluntary movement.57 However, this experiment showed only

that severe over-training could lead to abnormal reorganization of the sensorimotor cortex

and dystonia. It does not give clues as to why in humans only some subjects develop

dystonia after excessive training whereas others are completely healthy. It seems likely that

subtle abnormalities of plasticity may render some individuals susceptible to dystonia if

plastic changes are pushed to their extreme by frequent repetition. This suggests a two-factor
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hypothesis: use dependent environmental factors such as repetitive training and abnormal

mechanisms of plasticity within sensorimotor loops.2, 58–60

There is considerable evidence suggesting that both the motor and sensory cortex in primary

dystonia exhibits an exaggerated responsiveness to TMS conditioning protocols.59, 61–64

A well-established approach to test plasticity in humans in a non-invasive way is paired

associative stimulation (PAS). By using PAS, it has been demonstrated that both LTP-like

and LTD-like facilitatory and inhibitory effects on TMS-evoked motor evoked potentials

(MEPs) recorded from the target muscle are enhanced in writer’s cramp patients.59, 62

An important feature of PAS-induced associative plasticity in healthy controls is input

specificity as PAS after effects are largely confined to the cortical target representation

receiving a dual congruent input.65 Instead in writer’s cramp patients, PAS tends to change

cortical excitability also of nearby muscle representations (Fig. 2).59, 62, 63,66 This loss of

spatial specificity appears to be a relevant finding and could be related to the abnormalities

of neuronal inhibition identified previously both in the motor and somatosensory system in

dystonic patients.66 These data suggest a failure of GABAergic mechanisms that are

recruited during LTP-LTD like phenomena within sensory and motor cortices, and it may be

speculated that this phenomenon could underlie the loss of spatial specificity of PAS-

induced after effects.54 This abnormal plasticity is not confined to the neural circuits

affected by dystonia but is generalized across the entire sensorimotor system representing an

endophenotypic trait of dystonia.63 Further evidence of abnormal plasticity of sensorimotor

circuits is that cortical excitability, probed by the somatosensory evoked response P27 was

enhanced by PAS more in focal hand dystonia than in healthy subjects.61

The alterations of plasticity are not only at cortical level but may also be found at brainstem

level. An excess of plasticity can also be found within the blink reflex circuits in patients

with blepharospasm.67 This finding was not confirmed by a subsequent study perhaps due to

some methodological differences.68

Another paradigm, which can induce plasticity in human cortex, is theta burst stimulation. In

one study, there was a loss of TBS after-effect in non-manifesting DYT1 gene carriers, and

the investigators speculated that this might protect them from developing dystonia.64 On the

other hand, there is impaired motor learning in non-manifesting carriers in behavioural

studies.69 The presence of abnormal motor learning even in unaffected carriers strongly

suggests that abnormal plasticity is an important endophenotypic trait that might predispose

to the subsequent development of dystonia.69

Abnormal plasticity in dystonia: Disruption of synaptic homeostasis

What drives cortical and brainstem plasticity beyond its physiological boundaries?

Homeostatic plasticity is an essential requirement to maintain overall synaptic weight in

neuronal networks within a useful dynamic range.2, 70 Theoretically, the positive-feedback

nature of LTP may potentially trigger an uncontrolled increase in synaptic effectiveness,

which can empower and destabilize neural circuits. Evidence in experimental models

suggests that this can be prevented by making the amount of LTP dependent on the level of
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activity in post-synaptic neuron: the greater the ongoing activity, the less effective are

processes leading to LTP, whilst processes leading to LTD are enhanced. Conversely, the

lower the activity of the postsynaptic neurons, the more effective are processes that lead to

LTP. This is recognized as homeostatic plasticity and is formalized in the model described

by Bienenstock et al 1982.71 Enhanced plasticity in dystonia might well be the result of a

disruption of homeostatic plasticity within sensorimotor circuits. It is possible to study

homeostatic mechanisms by using a combined protocol where transcranial direct current

stimulation (tDCS) primes the response of the motor cortex to a subsequent period of

rTMS.72 In healthy controls preconditioning of the primary motor cortex with 10 minutes of

anodal stimulation ca n potentate the inhibitory after-effects of 1 Hz rTMS while 10 minutes

of cathodal stimulation changes the effect to facilitation. In patients with focal hand dystonia

the response to 1 Hz rTMS was unaffected by preconditioning with TDCS. Specifically, 1

Hz rTMS failed to counteract the increase in cortical excitability induced by anodal

TDCS.73 (fig.3)

To what extent deficient homeostatic metaplasticity applies also to the behavioural level of

practice dependent plasticity induced by repetitive and highly stereotyped finger movements

has also been addressed. In healthy subjects priming with an excitability-enhancing TMS

protocol down regulates practice-dependent plasticity, whereas preconditioning with an

excitability-depressing protocol up regulates it.74 In patients with FHD the homeostatic

modulation was deficient and the magnitude of this deficiency correlated with clinical

severity of the focal hand dystonia.74

Abnormal plasticity: neuroanatomical correlates

There are indirect data suggesting abnormal plasticity within basal ganglia circuits in

dystonia. There is excessive oscillatory activity between 3 and 10 Hz in the local field

potentials of the pallidum in patients with primary dystonia.75, 76 The magnitude of the

pallidal oscillatory activity has been correlated with involuntary dystonic muscle activity.77

Excessive synchrony of neuronal firing within the basal ganglia thalamus and cortex could

interfere with correct spatiotemporal processing of sensory input and motor output required

for normal voluntary movement. The abnormal oscillatory activity and excessive neuronal

synchrony could also be the substrate of aberrant synaptic plasticity within the basal ganglia

and cortex. Such a possibility seems likely given that an increase of neuronal oscillations

may facilitate cortical plasticity.78

Deep brain stimulation to the GPi can be a very powerful treatment for dystonia79, 80 and

recent long-term results demonstrate that benefits are maintained after more than 10 years.81

It is possible that DBS alleviates dystonic symptoms by desynchronizing the excessive

synchronized pallidal activity thus restoring a normal plasticity within the sensorimotor

loop. An intriguing point is that in contrast to the almost immediate effects of DBS on the

majority of symptoms in Parkinson’s disease, it may take several months to achieve

maximum clinical benefit in patients with dystonia.80, 82–84 The gradual clinical

improvement is paralleled by a similar normalization of several electrophysiological

measures of motor inhibition in the brain and spinal cord.82, 85, 86 The slowly progressive

nature of changes in clinical status together with the electrophysiological effects, suggests
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that a process of progressive plasticity and neural reorganization accompanies the long-term

effects of globus pallidus DBS. The changes of PAS LTP-like synaptic plasticity after DBS

surgery follows an interesting course. After surgery, the plasticity reduces well below

normal and then gradually increases toward normal levels at 6 months. If the enhanced

plasticity causes inappropriate association between sensorimotor inputs and outputs2, then

removing excess plasticity is good, but might have little immediate effect on dystonic

movements because bad motor memories have already been “learned” and take time to be

reduced.

Finally there is also evidence suggesting that there may be functional and structural changes

in the cerebellum of patients with adult onset primary focal dystonia.87, 88 The cerebellum

may be involved in abnormalities of sensorimotor integration in dystonia. Patients with focal

dystonia show abnormalities of the classic eyeblink conditioning paradigm, which depends

on the cerebellum.89 How we can distinguish cause from consequences in physiological

studies? Many of the physiological findings appear to be an underlying cause, or etiological

factor, of dystonia rather than a consequence or a compensation. This is because they can be

seen in asymptomatic body parts, such as in the unaffected arm in a patient with focal hand

dystonia or in an arm of a patient with cervical dystonia. Some abnormalities, such as in

temporal discrimination, have been identified in fully normal individuals who might be gene

carriers. Only very little has been associated only with dystonia. One such example is long

afferent inhibition (LAI) which is reduced in patients with writer’s cramp but only on the

symptomatic side during muscle activation suggesting a tight relationship with overflow of

muscle activity which characterize this condition.90 Concerning plasticity abnormalities, it

could be hypothesized that the enhanced facilitation after PAS25 observed in patients with

focal hand dystonia is determined by the abnormal dystonic posture. In this case, the

enhanced PAS after-effects may be simply due to an activity-dependent lateral shift of the

synaptic modification threshold between enhancing and suppression conditions. According

to the homeostatic rule, the abnormal hand posture would reduce the efficacy of PAS10 to

induce LTD changes. However this was not the case in focal hand dystonia where PAS-

induced LTD was also enhanced.62 Additionally, PAS abnormalities can be detected in

patients with cranio-cervical dystonia in the unaffected hands.63 Moreover, PAS25-induced

plasticity was normal in patients with psychogenic dystonia even in the presence of a fixed

dystonic posture.13 These findings support the notion that also the abnormal plasticity is a

primary intrinsic abnormality, which can predispose to the development of dystonic

movements.

Pathophysiology of dystonia: putting neurophysiological abnormalities in a

network

In the past there has been a tendency to ascribe behavioral deficits in patients with

movement disorders to pathological deficits in a single node of the motor pathways.

However, more recent work at the systems level has focused on how healthy nodes of the

brain at a distance from the primary pathology react to the damage. Such plastic

reorganization in central nervous system (CNS) pathways can either compensate or

exacerbate the primary deficit. In this perspective, despite the traditional pathophysiological
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models indicating the basal ganglia as a key structure in the pathophysiology of dystonia, it

is becoming clear that many others brain regions can contribute including cerebral cortex,

cerebellum, thalamus and brainstem. In keeping with this idea, dystonia may result either

from a single node dysfunction, from an involvement of multiple nodes or from aberrant

communication among the nodes.91, 92 The delay between a lesion and the emergence of

secondary dystonia suggests the possibility of a progressive maladaptive plasticity in remote

nodes. Similarly the delayed effects of DBS are in keeping with a massive rearrangement

within multiple nodes of the motor loop.93, 94 Finally, dystonia may arise from abnormal

communications among nodes. Dystonias secondary to thalamic lesions are a good example

considering that the thalamus is a region where pallidal and cerebellar afferents may

communicate before reaching the cortex.95 Abnormal communication between nodes has

been documented with fMRI and EEG. Resting state fMRI, for example, shows reduced

connectivity between parietal and dorsal premotor area.96 EEG has been recently used to

investigate functional connectivity at rest and during a finger tapping task in patients with

FHD. Using mutual information, which is a statistical approach looking at linear and non

linear coupling in the various EEG bands, there was a significant reduction of beta band

connectivity within sensorimotor area in patients with FHD. Graph theoretical analysis

showed decreased efficiency of the beta band network taken overall.97 DBS studies report

increased oscillatory activity in the frequency range of 3–20 Hz.75 These data indicate an

abnormal brain coupling within motor loop which could underlie the abnormal sensorimotor

plasticity. This network model with alterations in single and or multiple nodes could explain

and reconcile the different lines of research in the pathophysiology of dystonia: abnormal

sensorimotor integration, loss of inhibition and aberrant plasticity. Indeed the model which

emerges is one in which misprocessing of sensory feedback coupled with an abnormal

excitability within inhibitory motor circuits at different level (spinal cord, brainstem,

cerebellum, basal ganglia and cortex) may result in a progressive abnormal plasticity in local

and distant nodes culminating in an overt dystonia. This model could also explain the typical

clinical course of primary dystonia with onset in one body part and subsequent gradual

spread to adjacent body regions, a time course in keeping with progressive aberrant

plasticity across the different nodes. The current challenge is to determine whether the

alterations across different nodes (spinal cord, somatosensory, basal ganglia, cerebellum,

cortical) are causative, compensatory or epiphenomenal.

How does understanding the physiology help us to think about new treatments?

Reshaping the disordered sensory somatotopy in focal dystonias.

Focal hand dystonia is difficult to treat pharmacologically or with injections of botulinum

toxin, and an alternative form of treatment is clearly needed. The identification of risk

factors along with putative mechanisms has prompted the design of novel therapeutic

strategies guided by physiological findings. Since repetitive use of the hand is a crucial

factor in the triggering and producing focal hand dystonia, training the hand back to normal

is an available option. Sensorimotor retuning is where the healthy fingers are restrained

using splints while the affected fingers are engaged in intensive sequential movements. This

approach led to an improvement in dystonic symptoms as well as a reshaping of the

disordered sensory somatotopy.98 Braille reading, another way of sensory training, has been
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shown to improve spatial discrimination as well as symptoms in focal dystonia.99 Motor

training in the form of retraining individuated finger movements led to a mild improvement

in handwriting in patients with writer’s cramp.100, 101 However, none of the treatments

reported have led to sustained long term benefit. Since there is impairment in the

homeostatic regulation of practice dependent plasticity, treatment protocols that try to retrain

movements through intensive practice potentially bear the risk of overloading the system

perpetuating a vicious cycle of runaway abnormal plasticity.2 If the loss of inhibition is

responsible for the excess of movement in dystonia, then boosting up inhibition might be

helpful. Repetitive TMS (rTMS) delivered over M1 at slow rates (between 0.2 and 1 Hz) can

induce an increase in inhibition. As a result, rTMS has been a potential candidate to reduce

this abnormal cortical excitability. A study delivering 1 Hz rTMS over M1 showed a

restoration of intracortical inhibition in dystonic patients associated with a mild

improvement in motor performance.102 Premotor cortex is another possible target for

neurostimulation since rTMS at 1 Hz can improve the deficit of reciprocal inhibition in

dystonia.11 Stimulation of the premotor cortex but not M1 significantly improved the

handwriting in the patient group, which lasted up to a few hours in most patients.46 This

improvement was not seen in patients receiving sham stimulation. Unfortunately, these

promising results have not yet led to a subsequent multiple-session study in focal hand

dystonia. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is another possible approach to treat

patients with dystonia. A randomized, double blind, sham-controlled study investigated the

efficacy of cathodal stimulation of the contralateral motor cortex in 3 sessions distributed in

1 week. Cathodal transcranial direct current stimulation had no favourable effects on clinical

scales and failed to restore normal handwriting kinematics and cortical inhibition.103

Continuous theta burst TMS over premotor cortex increased short-interval intracortical

inhibition and the third phase of spinal reciprocal inhibition, which are typically reduced in

dystonia, bringing them back toward the normal range.104 These findings are in line with

open data on bilateral epidural premotor cortex stimulation showing a significant

improvement after at least 1 month of continuous stimulation.105 The efficacy of rTMS over

premotor cortex is not surprising considering the strategic role of the premotor cortex in

sensorimotor integration and motor learning. Despite that rTMS appears to be a promising

therapeutic tool in dystonia, the overall improvements so far have not been sustained in all

studies. It is likely that a limited number of rTMS sessions are not enough to reverse a

process, related to an abnormal sensorimotor plasticity that developed over several years. In

this context rTMS might be used in the near future to better select dystonic patients as good

responders for an eventual epidural cortical implantation. Another possible approach would

be to use neuromodulation to reset abnormal oscillations. Transcranial alternating current

stimulation (tACS), for example, can entrain regional brain oscillations in a frequency-

dependent manner, thereby interacting with specific functions of the stimulated

region106–110 This has not yet been undertaken.

Conclusions and future perspectives

There has been considerable progress in understanding the pathophysiology of dystonia. The

concept that emerge is a combination of a background of abnormal inhibition and plasticity

with environmental influences such as repetitive activity at least in focal hand dystonia.

Indeed the relative contribution of abnormal plasticity on one hand, and use dependence on
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the other, may determine the specific clinical profile of individual patients. For instance,

abnormal plasticity may play a stronger role in patients with generalized early onset dystonia

and a relatively weaker (but still important) role in focal hand dystonia where additional

factors (repetitive hand use or peripheral trauma) are needed to trigger and maintain

dystonia. With the loss of homeostatic plasticity, such dysfunction might become

permanent, but it might well be possible with prolonged interventions to reverse the

abnormalities. DBS certainly is an indication that this can be done, and perhaps non-invasive

methods could also be useful in the near future.
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Fig. 1. Surround inhibition during motor imagery
Changes in mean motor evoked potential (MEP) size during motor imagery on the right side

of healthy controls and on the affected side of patients. TMS was always given to the motor

cortex contralateral to the imagined task. MEP size during motor imagery (MI) compared

with rest condition recorded from different target muscles of the right upper limb after

stimulation of the left hemisphere in controls (A) and patients with writer’s cramp (B). The

bar chart illustrates the mean peak-to-peak amplitude (mV) of MEPs recorded at rest (open

columns) and during MI (black columns). Each error bar equals standard error of the mean

(SEM). MI elicited an attenuated and less focal increase in MEP amplitude in patients than

in controls. FDI, first dorsal interosseus; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; ADM, abductor

digiti minimi; ECR, extensor carpi radialis; BIC, biceps. *P < 0.05. (from: Quartarone A,

Bagnato S, Rizzo V, Morgante F, Sant’Angelo A, Crupi D, Romano M, Berardelli A,

Girlanda P. Corticospinal excitability during motor imagery of a simple tonic finger

movement in patients with writer’s cramp. Mov Disord. 2005 Nov;20(11):1488–95).
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Fig.2. Paired associative stimulation
Effect of associative stimulation (PAS) on the size of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) of the

right APB and FDI muscle in ten patients with writer’s cramp (right panel) and ten healthy

controls (left panel). The bar chart illustrates the mean peak-to-peak amplitude (mV) of

MEPs recorded at rest before (open columns) and after associative stimulation (shaded

columns). Each error bar equals standard error of the mean (SEM). Representative examples

of MEPs evoked in the right APB and FDI muscles are given for each group below each bar

chart. Each trace represents an average of five consecutive MEPs. Associative stimulation

led to an increase in MEPs size in patients and controls. However, the facilitatory effect was

significantly stronger in patients. (from: Quartarone A, Bagnato S, Rizzo V, Siebner HR,

Dattola V, Scalfari A, Morgante F, Battaglia F, Romano M, Girlanda P. Abnormal

associative plasticity of the human motor cortex in writer’s cramp. Brain. 2003 Dec;126(Pt

12):2586–96).
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Fig.3. Homeostatic plasticity
Panel A illustrates the mean amplitude of MEPs after two types of conditioning in healthy

controls. There was a “facilitatory” response to anodal TDCS pre-conditioning which was

reversed by a subsequent period of 1 Hz rTMS. Conversely, “inhibitory” pre-conditioning

with cathodal TDCS resulted in an opposite after effect of 1 Hz rTMS which led to an

increase in corticospinal excitability.

Panel B plots the changes in corticospinal excitability in writer’s cramp patients after the

two types of conditioning. Patients showed an abnormal responsiveness to TDCS and rTMS.

(i) Only anodal TDCS produced a normal facilitatory effect on corticospinal excitability,

whereas “inhibitory” cathodal TDCS had no after effect on corticospinal excitability. (ii)

Regardless of the type of pre-conditioning, rTMS had no consistent effect on corticospinal

excitability. In particular, although anodal TDCS produced a “normal” facilitatory response,

subsequent 1 Hz rTMS did not reverse the increase in excitability produced by anodal pre-

conditioning. MEP amplitudes are given as a percentage of the MEP size at baseline. Each

error bar equals standard error of the mean (SEM). (from: Quartarone A, Rizzo V, Bagnato

S, Morgante F, Sant’Angelo A, Romano M, Crupi D, Girlanda P, Rothwell JC, Siebner HR.

Homeostatic-like plasticity of the primary motor hand area is impaired in focal hand

dystonia. Brain. 2005 Aug;128(Pt 8):1943–50)
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